
On the eve of the Plymouth Arts Centre’s The Pigs of Today Are the 
Hams of Tomorrow - an exhibition, performance festival and symposium 
taking place on 21-24 January 2010 with the Marina Abramovic Institute 
for Preservation of Performance Art, in the midst of her preparations for 
the upcoming solo show Marina Abramovic: The Artist Is Present at 
MoMA in New York (opens on March 14, 2010) and shortly before her 
participation in the 3rd Moscow Biennial and her solo show at La Fabrica 
in Madrid, the New York based curator and critic Tobi Maier met up with 
Marina Abramovic at her studio in mid town Manhattan to speak with 
her about the early stages of her career, Belgrade in the 1970’s, the 
artists sounds works, Tibetan Buddhism, and the many upcoming 
projects. Published by Exit Express Madrid, November 2009 

--- 

TM: It is often mentioned that you made a series of blue and green 
paintings when you were young. Is it right to say that this was the start 
of your career as an artist? What lay behind making these paintings? 

MA: I was just born in Belgrade after the war in 1946 and my mother 
who studied art history would take me to all exhibitions and to the 
openings so from my very childhood I was exposed to art. The first work 
that I remember she showed me was El Greco. When I was very young, 
like 6 or 7 years old, I started drawing and my first exhibition was when I 
was 12. I just went to see one of my first paintings in upstate New York 
and it was kind of incredible, and the colors were just blue and green 
monochrome basically. Later on I turned to paint clouds and then after 
the clouds I started to make sound installations and performances. 

TM: From talking to many artists from Eastern Europe I learned that 
Belgrade was kind of a hub of intellectual and artistic activity. How did 
this manifest? 

MA: It was really in the late 1960’s and 1970’s that the climate was 
progressive. In 1968 we got the Student Cultural Centre, which 
subsequently became the main venue not only for performance but also 
for film, literature, theatre and dance. The student Cultural Centre was 
run by the daughter of the Croatian President and because of that 
political connection she had carte blanche, she could do whatever she 
wanted. However we were totally isolated, our audience were our 
friends. It was there that in 1960’s Samuel Beckett was coming to direct 
a play and we had Joseph Beuys coming in the early 1970’s. So we 
really had exposure to contemporary art and that kind of thinking. But 
still we could not travel. It was just money even, because as soon as 
you would approach the border it had no value anymore. So we had to 
stay there but we were more open than Russian scenes, Bulgaria or 
Romania. I remember there were so many books translated from 



different languages into Yugoslav that were forbidden in Russian 
speaking countries. There were Bulgarian writers who would come to 
Belgrade, read a book, memorize it - they could not bring them back 
cause they would have to hand them over to authorities at the border – 
return to their country and tell about it.  

TM How much did you know about other artists in Eastern Europe? 
How did information travel back then?  

MA: We did not have money and there were no magazines. The only 
connections we had was with artists who came to Belgrade to have a 
show, connections with Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, Russia, but 
not Romania and not Bulgaria, we knew hardly anybody. I remember 
when the first Playboy magazine arrived I got a copy, opened the centre 
fold and what was there – a red tractor! That was as sexy as it got. 

TM: I read that you did a piece where you plaid a recording of 
demolition sounds on a bridge. You also said that you came through 
sound to performance art. Can you talk a bit about that? 

MA: You know the first really moment in my life when I decided to stop 
painting was the moment when I was painting the clouds, and I 
remember that I was in the countryside looking at the sky and the sky 
was blue and then from nowhere came this ultrasonic plane and made 
this incredibly beautiful drawing in the sky. I asked myself, why am I 
doing this two- dimensional bullshit, I can do anything and I never 
returned to painting. So the first thing I did was that I went to the military 
base and I asked can you give me twelve ultrasonic planes - I want to 
make some drawings. My father was a general there and they said to 
him: ”Your daughter is out of her mind, you know how much it costs for 
a ultrasonic plane to make a drawing?” So it was not possible, but for 
the one you are just talking about I wanted to suspend speakers from 
the bridge, the request was immediately turned down as through the 
vibration of the suspended speakers the bridge can really collapse so I 
had to do it in a building and that project was stopped after 15minutes, 
the people freaked out. But I continued the sound installations. 

TM: there is very little documentation reproduced … 

MA: Yes but look here I am just revising the catalogue for the MoMA 
exhibition and that starts with the sound installations. This one here is 
on the tree. I put the speaker with the sounds of the birds, the sounds of 
the birds amplified like 50 times, so it sounds like the birds in the 
Hitchcock movie. Another one at the Student Cultural Centre: We had a 
lounge where you could read and drink coffee and I put a speaker with 
my voice announcing in airport style “passengers for gate 355” (we only 
had three gates) please proceed, the flight is leaving to Cologne, Hong 



Kong, Tokyo, so everybody sitting there would suddenly become this 
imaginary passenger on a imaginary trip and that was a way to leave 
Belgrade.  

TM: What kind of music are you listening to today then? 

MA: Anthony and the Johnsons, Anthony and the Johnsons and 
Anthony and the Johnsons (laughs) 

TM: I noticed Raša Todosijević in one of the images from that time with 
you, his performance video Was ist Kunst, Marinela Kozelj? (1978) is 
also quite a brutal piece if I remember right a woman gets slapped into 
her face (similar to your Light/Dark (1977) with Ulay) while a male voice 
screams from the off the question Was ist Kunst?. Did bodily harm play 
an influential role for young artists there and then already? 

MA: Well Raša’s piece came a bit later I think, but then all the group of 
artists, we were six, I was the only woman, we were doing work 
interested in performance and we were looking how to use body as a 
material and forget about the fact that it was painful. 

TM: The element of sound is also imminent in one of your later relation 
pieces Relation in movement (1977), where with Ulay, you were driving 
your van around a square for 16 hours and shouting numbers through a 
megaphone. The relation pieces examined the relationship between you 
and your own body and the body as a tool. I think it is important to 
briefly talk about your motivations behind the series. The first one 
Rhythm 10 (1973), but also Rhythm 0 (1974) where you substituted 
your persona with that of a prostitute in an Amsterdam red light district, 
Rhythm 2 (1974) where you took psycho- active drugs to challenge 
social attitude towards female mental illness and Rhythm 5 (1975) 
where you lay inside a wooden five pointed star, set on fire until you 
fainted from a lack of oxygen only to be rescued by an audience 
member. 

MA: Before you came here today I talked to the son of that prostitute, 
who is amazing, we did not have contact and he calls me 30 years later. 
He found my email and got to know more about my work and wanted to 
know more about the motivations of his mother. So in the process of 
that performance in 1974 we really became friends and then after the 
performance I would bring her to the museum to show her my work. 
Then I left Amsterdam altogether to live in the car and I just heard that 
she actually died a few years later. And what is interesting now is that 
the city of Amsterdam is ‘cleaning up’ and they give the bordell space to 
artists so its many artists exhibiting work in the windows formerly 
reserved for centuries to the prostitutes. As for Relation in movement 
(1977), it was really an important piece, as this was made with the car 



that we lived in. Now with the MoMA show we are actually putting this 
car on the 6th floor of the museum galleries. At one point at the 
beginning of the 1980’s we sold this car in Amsterdam. Mr Paul 
Schimmel from MoCA in LA did this important exhibition ‘Out of Action’ 
for which he was looking for the objects from the 1960’s and 1970’s 
performances by Yves Klein and many others. So it took us 6 months to 
track down the car, and found it in the south of France and bought it 
back from a farmer who used it as a chicken dorm. So we cleaned it 
from the chicken shit and shipped it to LA. There we showed the video 
of the performance inside the car. The Museum in Lyon bought the 
piece and now it’s coming from Lyon to New York to be part of the 
exhibition. 

TM: So I think it is safe to say that the Relation pieces are about 
unpredictability, time, space, atmosphere, audience, … 

MA: architecture! Because then they were referring to us as the most 
minimal performance artists ever, because especially in the early pieces 
Relation in Time (1977), Relation in Space (1976) they were all dealing 
with two bodies and architecture. The body mostly was naked. So 
architecture was really important because we would always react on the 
space. 

TM: In those pieces you have as well often been threatened and 
threatened your own body. This is of course also true to works like 
Thomas Lips (1975) where you drank 1 liter wine, 1 kilo of honey and 
then whipped yourself and cut a five point star on your stomach and lay 
on ice cross till audience rescued her idea. Your work is also about the 
deconstruction of female persona as manifests in the work Art must be 
beautiful (1975). You said the aim was to increase pain and make your 
body immune. Can you say more about your motivations?  

MA: First of all when you think about the human life we have two fears, 
the fear of dying and the fear of pain. Every artist in every century had 
something to say about that. And I studied about so many different 
cultures like Amazon Indians, Tibetan culture, Aborigine culture and I 
spent lots of time with people practice different forms of meditation and 
exercises in order to overcome the fear of pain and the fear of dying. 
And I understood if I wanted to get rid of pain I had to confront it. Of 
course I don’t do this constantly in my private life because I don’t have 
the time and the energy. In my performances I use the energy of the 
audience and the energy of the viewer to push that limit, to go through 
the pain and go through the situations that can be dangerous.  This 
brings you to another state consciousness … 

TM: Is it correct to say then that your attitude towards risk has also 
changed through your connection with Zen Buddhism?  



MA: Actually I started Zen Buddhism and then dropped it because Zen 
Buddhism always starts from a white wall – that’s what the mind should 
look like. I am much more drawn to Tibetan Buddhism, because Tibetan 
Buddhism says: Our head is full of shit, so we have to start understand 
that chaos and empty it. Basically I went to places to learn certain 
techniques in order to apply them in performance and in the beginning 
the performances were very physical now it’s much more mental. While 
the physical works are more spectacular I find the mental ones more 
difficult to carry out. With Seven Easy Pieces (Guggenheim, New York, 
2005) I wanted to proof that I can do more now than when I was young. 
So I did performances every day, 7 hours, 7 days in a row. And these 
performances were historically 40 minute or maximum 2h works; I just 
stretched them to 7 hours1. This I could have never done when I was 
young because then I did not have that kind of stamina, experience and 
self-control.  

TM: I would like to briefly talk about your desert trips to Australia, Tibet 
Gobi and Sahara, where it is also reported that you said good bye to 
extremes, purity togetherness, intensity, jealousy, structure Tibetans 
and Ulay, These trips can in hindsight also seen as preparation for the 
90 day walk along the Chinese wall. Was the choice for the Chinese 
wall already related to your interest in Buddhism? 

MA: Well now there are different things. At the end of the 1970’s there 
was this big shift in the art market, everybody from the performance art 
scene was pushing into objects so that the galleries and dealers had 
something to sell. I did not want to go back to painting because I wanted 
to experiment more with performance. This is why we (Abramovic and 
Ulay) decided that instead of staying in Europe and making objects we 
go to the deserts. We always made this fun, saying that Mohammed, 
Moses, and Buddha - all these guys went to the desert as a nobody and 
they came back as a somebody - so there must be something in the 
desert. After going to the Australian desert we had the idea to walk the 
Chinese wall. During the preparations, which took us 8 years, we split. 
And then when we split, I started to get more involved with Tibetan 
Buddhism.  
                                                
1 For Seven Easy Pieces Abramovic reenacted historical performances 
by Bruce Naumann Body Pressure, 1974; Vito Acconci Seedbed, 1972; 
VALIE EXPORT Action Pants: Genital Panic 1969; Gina PaneThe 
Conditioning, first of three phrases in Self-Portrait(s) 1973; Joseph 
Beuys How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare Joseph Beuys...irgend 
ein Strang... (Joseph Beuys ... Any Old Noose...),1965; Marina 
Abramovic Lips of Thomas, 1975 and created one new piece Marina 
Abramovic Entering the Other Side, 2005.  

 



TM: Recently we hosted an event with a Reichian psychoanalyst at 
Ludlow 38, the downtown satellite for contemporary art of the Goethe-
Institut New York that I run, and we spoke about isolation in the era of 
multimedia communication. You also have spoken out about changing 
audience attitudes and time crunch. Now we just spoke about the desert 
but we sit in the centre of New York. How do you feel about this change 
of space and communication? 

MA: I think it’s important to understand your purpose in life. It’s really 
simple for me as I think that the context for my work and my entire 
dedication is to be an artist. Being an artist I find the most efficient is to 
go to expose yourself to the nature, the desert, different cultures, learn 
from them and then come to the city and then show and transform these 
experiences into the work. Because I believe that in nature we don’t 
need art, nature is perfect without us but I really think that art is needed 
in this place and the society we are living in. New York is the most 
dysfunctional place, politically and socially and in every possible way, 
so its perfect for an artist – lot’s of things to do! 

TM: What do you expect from your audience? In The House with the 
Ocean view at Sean Kelly gallery New York (2002) audience members 
had to enter a kind of contract with you before stepping into the gallery 
space. How much do you think we have to learn and unlearn before 
participating in your performances? 

MA: Generally the audience did not change much since the 17th 
century. We are coming to the public institutions, Kunstverein’s, 
Kunsthalle’s, private galleries and the attitude is the same: that of a 
voyeur. You come, you look at the place, you look at the art, you are not 
allowed to touch and you understand or not and you leave. So I think 
that audience participation is very important and necessary. Marcel 
Duchamp said that the public completes the artwork. To understand 
performance you have to spend time. How can we do that when there is 
only a tableau vivant, because maybe in performance there is no story 
unlike at the theatre or dance piece. Maybe its just one living image but 
there is live energy there, and you can only do that if you reprogram 
yourself, because you come to the museum with a really busy schedule, 
you are looking at your Blackberry you are running to something else. 
So I have done it at Manchester, where the first hour of the performance 
I am just doing public drill, where you have to slow down and empty 
yourself. My expectation from the public is what the public expects from 
me. I have to be there, mentally and physically 100%. For me every 
member of the public is essential. An idea of my work is to elevate 
spirits of the public, to do that you have to work hard.  

TM: You have an upcoming exhibition at MoMA in New York. I heard 
you will be present every day for 8 hours. Would you say this is the 



most important exhibition in your life? 

MA: This show is very important historically, but not only for my work 
but also for the position of performance at the moment – right now. This 
show does not include my work - it does only include the performances 
where I am present. The show does not include my objects, does not 
include my sound pieces, or my crystals, or photography work, or any of 
the pieces I direct. The show is called Marina Abramovic: The Artist Is 
Present, so that aspect is central. Plus the 32 people re-performing five 
of the historical performances and me being present the entire time 
performing 596 hours. I have never done that.  

TM: Recently you also worked in a more curatorial capacity at the Artist 
Space in New York as well as at the Manchester Festival. Can you talk 
a bit about these projects where you included a younger generation of 
performance artists? Is it correct to say that today’s artists are not 
working with their body in the same kind of durational exercise you did? 
What if not testing out limits are today’s most important currents in 
contemporary performance? 

MA: All the work I am curating is long durational. Even the artists that 
have not worked like this we commission long durational work. That was 
also the case in Manchester. It’s amazing because they go through 
experiences they have never made before in their life. I found that long 
durational work is the key to real true transformation - not only with the 
artist but with the public as well. Thus this is really the main purpose for 
my life now till I die - long durational work.  

TM: You have talked in length about the importance of leaving 
instructions for future generations to re-perform your work. Are you now, 
with the exhibition at MoMA, testing this out?  

MA: Yes, absolutely. I think it is very important, if the performance is to 
be repeated suddenly there are so many issues. How can performance 
be part of a museum collection? A restaged performance can be 
mediocre if the person has no charisma or can be great if the person 
has charisma. So we have to have instructions and criteria that define 
how all this has to function when I am not there any more. I am very 
busy with that, actually. 

TM: You once said somewhere the world cannot be healed. What is 
your view of the future?  Are men going to mars in 20 years and 
evacuate from the dying planet earth?  
 
MA: We have done lots of damage to this planet. I don’t think art can 
change any of this but can just give awareness and then how we deal 
with all this is another thing. The one good piece of art should not just 



be political, or spiritual or feminist but should also predict the future. We 
have to be able to predict the future as an artist. My view of the future: 
there will so many more natural disasters going to happen and they will 
cause enormous amounts of death and it will raise the consciousness of 
those that survive. We never transform out of ourselves. We have to 
have a terminal disease, some terrible thing in our family, horrible 
accident, some incredible trauma that changes profoundly. And I think 
in the future of the earth something like that will happen as well to the 
earth and that trauma will change our consciousness. 
 
TM: Thank you for this interview. 


